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Message to students

University observes an issue of wrong upload of an answer book copy against a
student's request. In certain social media platforms the instance is interpreted as
valuation of a student's answer book with another student's answer book.
A student requested for answer book copy was issued with a wrong answer book
which is of another semester and of another student because of a human error
happened in selecting scanned ﬁle from a folder in computer from the side of
valuation camp. When intimation regarding wrong upload of answer book
was sent to the camp, the correct answer book of the said student has been
uploaded within 2 hrs. There after no more complaint is received from said
student anything regarding valuation based on wrong answer book.
For the last 4 years, University never received complaint from students or
colleges regarding valuation done based on answer book of another student due
to an error occurred in valuation camp or software. Very few instances of such
issues happened only due to mistake in pasting barcode on answer book in the
exam hall itself. Both the student and invigilator hold the responsibility of pasting
barcode of another student on a student's answer book in the exam hall.
Whenever such issue is notiﬁed, we have collected explanation from respective
colleges and steps were taken to publish correct result. Since Alpha numeric
code is printed on all the 5 barcodes issued for a student and name and register
number of student on ﬁrst barcode, negligence from the part of student and
invigilator is the sole reason for such mistakes and only very few issues are
notified during the last 4 years.
Many students apply for copy of answer books utilising the provision provided by
University for obtaining answer book copy and there is no standing complaint on
valuation done by another student's answer book.
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